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1. Ukraine and Belarus – geopolitical status and historical identity
The geopolitical status and the historical identity of Ukraine and Belarus are
strongly determined by historical interdependence between two important political
subjects– the Eastern Roman Empire and the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania.
Without the connections with the Eastern Roman Empire and the Commonwealth of
Poland and Lithuania there would not be any lands like Ukraine or Belarus- just the
provinces of the Russian state1.
Rus was the name applied first in the 9th century to describe the Varangian
company selling slaves and then, after its expansion into the lands and East European
towns (Novgorod and Kiev), the notion was transferred into a state. Historical Rus,
conquered by Varangian troops, was divided by geographical and natural factors into
Red Rus, White Rus and Black Rus. Actually, Kievan Rus is treated as a birthplace not
only for Belarussian people but also for Ukrainian ones. In its sematic sense both
names are of divergent origin. In the name of “Belarus” there is the connotation to
White Rus which is directly linked to the origin of Kievan Rus. It was conquered after
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the Mongolian invasion by Lithuanian rulers and, therefore, was protected against the
expansion from Moscow in the 15th century (Map 1)2.
One may imply the notion of Belarus from the historical-geographical
denotation (White Russia). Both politicians and scientists stood under the dispute over
the heritage of Kievan Rus. In this aspect it was necessary to refer to two alternative
traditions- multiethnical and multi-creed of the Great Duchy of Lithuania. Nowadays,
the Lithuanian people, the Polish and the Belarussian ones establish links to the Great
Duchy of Lithuania. One needs to make a diversification between the Great Duchy of
Lithuania and the Russian Empire whose inhabitants were treated as a regional
fragment of the Russian nation or the Soviet society. White Rus (White Russia) was
treated as a part of the Empire, similar to the Great Rus (Great Russia) and the Small
Rus (the Small Russia).
Map 1
Rus in the period of Mongolian invasion (1220–1240)

The source: Website „Русь–Україна та суміжні землі (1220–1240 рр.)”,
http://izbornyk.org.ua, information from 25th of September, 2012.
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As a distinction from the peoples of Samogitia and Aukstaitija- at first- pagan,
then- catholic- the lands of White Rus, similar to the Kingdom of Galicia-Volhynia
which was inhabited by orthodox people that were the depositary of the material and
real memory/artefacts of Kievan Rus. The political life of Belarussian lands and the
lands of the Kingdom of Galicia-Volhynia were different in the 14th century because it
was divided by the national borders- Lithuanian and Polish-Hungarian and the political
authority – the Giedyminovitch, the Piast and the Andegavens. As soon as the takeover
of power in Cracow and Vilnius by the Yagiellonian formed the political-state, legal
joints under the condition of links between the Crown of the Republic of Poland and
the Great Duchy of Lithuania were established. Still, there was much of separation of
the legal-state and the church-institutional issues. White Rus became permanently the
land adhered to the second part of the dual state and the local catholic church was
adhered into Gniezno Archbishopric, whereas the voivodeships of Rus and the
Ukrainian lands were combined in the period of 14th-16th century to the Crown of
Poland. This is how the Archbishopric of Lviv was established. Such a differentiation
was gradually responsible for the diversity on two levels: 1) White Rus from other
post-Kievan Rus lands (therefore, contemporary border of Ukraine and Belarus is
almost the same as the border between the Crown of Poland and the Great Duchy; 2)
the voivodeship of Rus in three South-Eastern voivodeships (among them the
voivodeship of Kiev) which had an important impact on the development of the
Ukrainian issues in modern times and in the bilateral relations between Poland and
Ukraine.
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Map 2
Kievan Rus (11th–12th century)

The source: The website „Wikimedia”, http://upload.wikimedia.org, „Kievan
Rus in 11th century (1015–1113)”, information from the 23rd of September, 2012.
The name „Ukraine” was introduced to life in the times of the Polish-Lithuanian
authority and was formally denoted after the change of frontiers between the Crown of
Poland and the Great Duchy of Lithuania (the act of the Union in Lublin, 1569) 3. The
notion of “Ukrainian” was mainly used in Plural and it was connected with the
denotation of kresy (frontier borders). Kresy (frontiers of a particular land) could be
understood as a region that lacks stability and security. Moreover, it was hard to
decode authority and in kresy there was a limited number of inhabitants. In the 16th
century the lands of kresy were referred to as the lands of the Dnieper River in the
form of three voivodeships: Kiev Voivodeship, Raclawice Voivodeship and Czernihiv
Voivodeship. Primarily, the status of the notion of „the Ukrainian” was not denoted to
the Kingdom of Galicia-Volhynia but in the 17th century, because of many wars, the
enumerated traits/qualities might have been assigned to Western lands too. Red Rus
and Volhynia started to be treated as the frontiers of the Commonwealth. Mychajło
Hruszewśkyj, Ukrainian historian, in the process of formation of his own nation in
3
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19th and 20th century, introduced two notions to scientific discourse- Ukraine and Rus
and applied for the first time the notion of „before Ukraine” lands. It was made against
the semantic solutions applied in medieval ages and modern times. Ukraine was for
Mychajło Hruszewśkyj the land inhabited by the people speaking Ukrainian. The
ancestors of Ukraine were referred to as the inhabitants of Kievan Rus. This is how
Mychajło Hruszewśkyj linked the ethnographic criterion with a historical one,
simultaneously indicating the borders of Ukraine.
Ukraine and Belarus, belonging to Central Europe, have the majority of the
qualities that form the geopolitical status and historical identity of the subregion. Such
qualities made the enumeration of Ukrainian-Belarussian or new forms of the states
that erected, to Central and Eastern Europe, possible.
The European continent can be divided into three parts: Western, Central and
Eastern one4. One may denote the „Central European” syndrome that influenced the
people of Ukraine and Belarus, and, therefore, conditioned the history of Ukraine and
Belarus. In such a way, the political life of contemporary Ukraine and Belarus was
changed, too. One should indicate that because of long-lasting historical processes that
started in 13th-15th century there was the outcome- they ended up in the Russian “care”
over the region of Eastern Europe. This is how Eastern Europe was linked with the
history of Asia. Russia helped to block the idea of late Medieval issues/ aspects into
the European history and territorial successes of the Great Duchy of Lithuania joint
with the strategic option were chosen by the elite of the Great Duchy of Lithuania to
join the union with the Crown of Poland to establish the Commonwealth of Poland and
Lithuania. Such borders created the formal borders between Central and Eastern
Europe. The majority of the Ukrainian-Belarussian lands were mainly isolated for
some centuries from the development of Russian statehood. One needs to repeat after
the historians: Andrzej Nowak and Roman Szporluk that the historical conditions of
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modern Ukraine and Belarus cannot be judged without the analysis of Polish-Russian
competition and the formation of Polish and Russian nations.5
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R. Szporluk, Imperium, komunizm i narody, Kraków 2003, passim; A. Nowak, Od imperium do imperium:
Spojrzenia na historię Europy Wschodniej, Warszawa 2004, passim.
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Chart 1
Heraldries of some voivodeships of the Commonwealth of Poland
Russian and Ukrainian
Lithuanian Voivodeships
Voivodeships
Voivodeship
(original

Heraldry

Voivodeship
(original name)

name)
Ruskie

Wołyńskie

Wileńskie
Brzeskolitewskie
Mścisławskie
Mińskie
Trockie
Witebskie
Połockie

Bełskie

Nowogródzkie

Podolskie

Smoleńskie

Bracławskie

Czernihowskie

Heraldry

8

Kijowskie

The source: the compilation on the basis: the Website- Poland- heraldries of the
Commonwealth of Poland-, http://akromer.republika.pl, „Herby Rzeczypospolitej”,
information from the 25th of September, 2012.
At first, Ukraine and Belarus did not have geographical borders based on solid,
natural barriers. If we assume that the rivers in the development of human life
encouraged people to inhabit on a particular region (the Dnieper, the Dniestr, the Prut)
and formed the communication channel where the life took place- Ukrainian lands and
Belarussian ones had an open character, at low level of stability and security. In
colloquial speech such the terms can be referred to as the terrain of the Dnieper and the
terrains of the Dniestr. The factor of the river is extremely pushing in this case.
Because of that politicians, journalists and scientists needed to take complicated, - out
of the geographical criteria in the construction of the political-territorial map, did not
have the possibility to refer to the mountain range, great lakes and the rivers. Such a
way provoked much tension.
A very important geographical trait of a high importance for the inhabitants of
Ukraine-Belarussian lands, different from other Central European countries, was a
great space that enabled good conditions for inhabitance and nutrition6. Therefore, it
was possible to undergo the political concentration on a great scale. There is a focus of
one political entity of a numerous people that inhabited broad territory, full in natural
resources.
Secondly, on Ukrainian-Belarussian lands, throughout the ages, the values and
processes known and recognised as Eastern and Western appeared by forming the
class of “Central European” quality, referred by Jerzy Kłoczowski as „with strong
historical fundaments situation”7. Central Europe was a unique part of the continent,
6

You can read more about the issue of political thinking in: A. Chodubski, Odrębność dziedzictwa
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postkomunistycznej, eds. R. Bäcker, J. Marszałek-Kawa, Toruń 2005, p. 190 and the following pages.
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diverse from other subregions, which presupposed the direct link of the history of
Ukraine and Belarus to the history of other countries and states coexisting in this
region, among them- Poland, Hungary, Lithuania, Estonia, the Czech Republic,
Slovakia and Romania, Germany as well.
In such a way Russia is treated as an external state to the region, lied in the
frontiers of two civilisations with different cultures but on the frontier of two ideal
civilisation-culture types- European and Asian ones. The similar approach dominated
among Russian which is an important example of treating Ukrainian-Belarussian lands
as an alien territory in the period of war 1654-1667, which were to be destroyed and
the nation had to be killed8.
The basic factor of the historical identity of Ukraine and Belarus is being the
part of Central Eastern Europe (seperating from a German-speaking Central-Western
Europe), the area of coexistence and competition between two European civilisations:
Latin and Byzantine and two variables of Christian religion: catholics and orthodox
ones. However, the identity of the inhabitants of the lands in Ukraine and Belarus was
formed as the outcome of Euro-Asian civilisation in the Russian interpretation and the
solutions proper to German culture were transferred into the area by the inhabitants
and due to political actions and military actions of German states.
The influence of Roman and Christian East was primary, it started in 988
together with the christianisation process. Giving up of Greek language was of utmost
importance, it helped to spread Christian religion. The impact of Roman and Christian
West was later in 14th century as a result in the competition between Poland and
Hungary on Red Rus and the conquering of numerous duchies of Rus by Lithuanian
authorities- Witenes, Giedymin and Olgierd. There was the impact of the influx of
Mongolians and the protection of the orthodox religion, law and Russian tradition.
This is how the Great Duchy of Lithuania took a great part of the heritage of the
civilisation of Kievan Rus.
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Generally, one may state that the Christian religion and the European statehood
on Ukraine and Belarussian lands had Eastern Byzantine origin (9th and 10th century).
The influences from the West (14th and 15th century) played the role of the factor that
modified the identity of the region, especially with the reference to the following
places: Kijów (Kiev), Nowogród Wielki (Nowgorod the Great), Smoleńsk, Nowogród
Siewierski, Łuck, Twer, Psków, Kozielsk9.
Simultaneous action of two Christian- processes in the link with political
culture of the Commonwealth of Poland ended up and led to religious tolerance in the
lands of Ukraine and Belarus- religious minorities of different types benefited from it.
They used up the freedom to practice religion, the development of the own institution,
the formation of the private sphere, the participation in the public life without any
discrimination. Such an example of civilisation and culture was attractive and
enhancing for the Russian elite, gradually immersed to a political nation of the
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania. It had to recall aculturation and the will to
leave the orthodox in the Moscow variable form into polonisation process, in some
cases with the adherence to the Christian religion (actually, East Christian religion).
The examples of the evolution of that type can be the Prince of the Kresy (frontier
borders of the Commonwealth of Poland)- Adam Kisiel, Jarema Wiśniowiecki,
Konstanty Ostrogski10.
The full presentation of the synthesis of culture and civilization were the actions
and institutions emerged in the Commonwealth of Poland in 16th and 17th centuries.
They formed the specific qualities to the categories such as democracy, tolerance,
pluralism, patriotism, mother country, freedom, law, the ratio of state, ethnicity,
community and the issue of being local. Therefore, without any doubt, one can name
in modern times Ukrainians and Belarussian as the heirs of the tradition of the
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania to the same extent Poles, as Lithuanian and
Jewish people. In the scope of the history of events one may call three such cases of
important outcomes, visible in the long-period process.
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1. In 1596 the church union took place (so called Brześć Union) between the
Orthodox Church in the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania and the Holy See.
The church act resulted in the emergence of a new creed and a new Christian creedGreek-catholic church. That was a fact that the old Polish elite established the church
and, actually, the creed- it was due to the threat of Moscow and Byzantine patriarchy
and an alien tradition of the church and the issue of the internal and external freedom
of the churches11. Because of that, the Russia Federation, then the Soviet Uniontreated Greek-catholicism with much hatred as it was seen and perceived as the danger
for the transformation of the Russian people and the spread of the Western ideas in the
land of orthodox and communist lands. Consequent politics of the authorities of the
First Republic of Poland supported by the majority of clergy and gentry led to the
domination of the Greek-catholicism in the 17th and 18th centuries. As a consequencethe lands were under the regime of the Pope. It stopped the process of creed unification
of the Russian nation and hindered the process of russification (Map 3). The reversed
situation took place in 1839 when tzar forbade Greek-catholicism and made the
Russian orthodox church the tool for the process of russification and via this act, the
intensification of the spread of the propaganda of the great Russia took place. In 19th
and 20th centuries in the area of Galicia and on emigration in Canada and in the
United States of America Greek-catholic church, more than the Orthodox church in the
Russian empire, became the important factor- on one hand- supporting Ukrainian
nation-building processes, on the other hand- hindering polonisation and russification
and then- hindering sovietisation processes. Among Ukrainian followers of
Catholicism started to identify the Cossacks with the idea of being the Ukrainian, even
though the Cossacks were in the period of uprisings determined by the orthodox idea
and helped the idea and the creed of orthodox church to spread on the area of the
Commonwealth of Poland.
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Map 3
The situation of the creed in the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania
(around 1750)

The source: The website „Wikimedia”, http://commons.wikimedia.org,
„Religions in Poland 1750.png”, information from the 27th of September, 2012.
2. The reforms established and put forward in the Orthodox church by the
metropolitan of Kiev- Piotr Mohyła helped to immerse the Western ideas into the
religious life that developed Orthodox church in the political culture of the
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania, by deriving it from the Moscow solutions, as
written by J. Kłoczowski: „Mohyła reorganised – with the support of the king
Władysław IV – the Orthodox church, by deep reform of it”12. It was a following
action into this direction that was to assign to Russian Orthodox church not only
autocephaly but also a new presentation in concord with the changes in the
Christianity that were emerged by reformation and counterreformation. Thanks to the
attempts of Mohyła Kiev temporarily regained the role of the primary place of the
12
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Orthodox church in Europe. On the basis of Kiev there was an attempt to regain the
community of Russian and European community. The community was wavered in the
era of conquers of Mongolians and Tatars and the development of the statehood of
Moscow aspiring for the new formation of a new quality of politics and political
elite13.
3. In the 16th and 17th century a new military formation of the Cossacks came
into life as a result of the uprisings directed against the state or built the new own
forms of the state that resembled old Polish institutions (the hetman of the army of the
Rus) or required to be one of the priority states in the Commonwealth of Poland and
Lithuania having the right of participation in public life (elections of the kings, the
Sejm, authority gatherings, judiciary, tribunals, academy). Regardless of different
intentions one needs to agree with the opinion of Tadeusz Olszański: „[ …]
Kozaczyzna ukraińska była nieodrodnym dzieckiem Rzeczypospolitej”/ „the Cossacks
of Ukraine was an inevitable child of the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania”14.
Moreover, it was the means to transfer the political culture formed „in the shadow” of
the old Republic of Poland, whose component implied high factor of being a subject
and the idea of being convinced that the power within the authority can negotiate and
opt for consensus.
Simultaneously, quite an important factor of historical identity of Ukraine and
Belarus was the understanding of distinct features of the great Russia which was the
synthesis of the orthodox culture and Mongolian civilisation. In political discourse and
scientific conversations different arguments are put forward. Firstly, the historical
capital of the Orthodox church was Kiev, not Russian capital, despite the alteration of
the place of Patriarchy in Moscow. In 1458 two Metropolis that were divergent, started
to coexist- Kievan- for the orthodox lands of Poland and Lithuania and Moscow- for
the followers inhabiting the Russian state. Secondly, the Ukrainian identity and the
Belarussian one are rooted in the history of Kievan Rus which was the political object
primary to Moscow. Thirdly, the community around Kiev was formed before the one
in the Great Russia. Fourthly, after the downfall of Kievan Rus, the division of the
13
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House of Rurik into feudal duchies appeared and after the downfall of the Russian
unity in the period of Mongolian conquer, forms of statehood indicated as „Ukrainian”
and „Belarussian” were The Principality of Galicia-Volhynia and the Great Duchy of
Lithuania. Then- the cutting from the Third Rome was made and started to be real 15.
Fiftly, the Cossacks were assumed to be the protonation of Ukraine and the gentry
inhabiting White Russia gained numerous rights in Russia.
Apart from the early and central Medieval Ages when Kievan Rus took the
ideas directly from Eastern Roman Empire via contacts on different levels: trade,
social, civilisation, religious, state and dynasty, in the period of Late Medieval Ages
both civilisations and cultural impulses started to get in an indirect way 16. In this
particular case in modern and contemporary times Eastern values, Asian as well, came
to Ukraine and Belarus in the Russian interpretation and Western ideas and values
launched to be adopted in the Republic of Poland. Direct influences of Byzantine,
Rome, Paris, Vienna, Berlin and London were weakened.
In the geopolitical scope Russian interest and Western European one about the
region was different. For Western European states the following lands formed the
peripheries and the empires struggled to conquer and rule over the nation- the
Republic of Poland, Turkey, Russia/ The Soviet Union, Sweden, Germany, AustriaHungary. For Russia, no matter the form of the statehood- from the Great Duchy of
Moscow, via the Russian Empire and communist era to the Russian Federation– the
region was fruitful and important and claims appeared concerning the rule over the
region. For the political centres of Western Europe there were the forgot lands, for the
Russian capitals the lands created the idea and enabled the idea of the great Russia and
displayed (or at least, might have displayed) the power of Russia.
Ukraine and Belarus were perceived by Moscow/ Saint Petersburg as a Little
Russian part of the Russian Empire, identical as New-Russian government. The
takeover of Kiev, Lviv and Minsk by Russia caused the limitation and closing of these
towns from the Central Europe and the assignment for them the traits of East
15
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European. It was a very artificial division which had nothing to do with cultural
orientation and the identification of civilisation that ignored the heritage of the First
Republic of Poland- the political object typical for Central Europe into the Euro-Asian
identity, whereas Russia was the exponent17. The First Republic of Poland rooted in
the awareness of the inhabitants of all the lands the necessity to adopt the Latin
civilization and the transportation of it into a public and a private life. Simultaneously,
in the Orthodox and tzar Russia and, then- in the communist era- the idea of a
dominant diversity dominated. Moreover, the superiority of the state over the models
set and established in practice in Europe dominated. Such an understanding limited the
scope of modernisation of the Russian Empire. Westernisation was to coexist in
practice next to the idea of Euroasianism.
Thirdly, the lands of Ukraine and Belarus are a united geopolitical and historic
region with a very similar unification and diversity of political objects can be
indicated. Moreover, institutions and their functioning can be compared. The social
awareness of inhabitants of the area was dominated by the feeling of territorial loyalty.
It was depicted by indentification with the inhabiting land. On the first place there was
the old Poland country, exempli gratia Volhynia (Wołyń), Podlaskie region, Podole
region, the region of Kiev, Braclawszczyzna region, Samogitia (Żmudź), the region of
Vilnius, White Rus, Red Rus and the latter level was connected with the historic part
of the Commonwealth– the Crown, the Duchy. Despite this fact, two state centres
came into life: Ukrainian in Kiev, Perejeslaw and Czernihow and Belarussian around
Polock and Smolensk18. Neither Ukraine, nor Belarus- despite territorial spread- did
not form the core of Central Europe but its Eastern periphery. This is how they were
prone to Russian inhabitancy in the East, which has its outcomes, among many
demographic and social ones. No other land was so strongly touched by the ideas from
the East in the Asian way, not Byzantine or Greek. This is how it is justified to
underline the historical link between Ukraine and Belarus no matter their
17
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contemporary distinct features. There are the areas that form the region that differs
from other Central European lands not only by secondary patterns of Western Europe
but also has a lesser reference to Poland, the Czech Republic, the Baltic states and
Hungary by acting on geopolitical status and historic identity. The alterations in the
relationship between Germany and Russia had a direct impact on the history of
Ukrainian-Belarussian lands, especially when the lands became the theatre of war
between Germany and Russia. The wars started when Germany questioned Russian
role in Central and Eastern Europe, among them on lands of Ukraine and Belarus that
were the lands where the battles between German-Russian/Soviet troops made
attempts to win (1915–1918, 1941–1944)19. Ukrainian and Belarussian lands played
the role of the frontier between Central and Eastern Europe. Similarly, the lands of
Germany and Switzerland constituted the border between Central Europe and the
West20.

2. Ethnic-cultural nations in the lands of Ukraine and Belarus
On the area of Belarus and Ukraine the German model of a nation-building
process won. It assumed the building of a nation state that emerged in the process of
being united by the whole community. There was no nation-building process in its
classical sense in which every state formed its own nation defined in political
categories21. However, in difference with other Central Europe regions, the great war
did not finish in the success of Ukrainian and Belarussian movements in its
irrendentisc and unified character. The fall of nations in 1918 was inadequate as it did
not lead to the emergence of independent and sovereign Ukraine and Belarus. The
nation-building process that started in the World War I was not successful, therefore
Ukrainian and Belarusssian nations, similarly as in 19th and 20th centures, were oposed
to the state, which was distinct from Central Europe where countries had their own
19
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institutions. In the period of 1921-1991 the subject for Ukrainian and Belarussian
people were mainly statehood that is Polish and Russian/Soviet.
The nation-building process on Ukrainian-Belarussian lands could not be based
on positive outcomes inherited after the Medieval Ages and modern era because in the
period there was not either Ukrainian or Belarussian statehood. The state of the
Cossacks and Belarussian character of the Great Duchy of Lithuania could not
substitute the hole as the uprisings of the Cossacks and partitions led to the downfall of
the Russian gentry of orthodox church, Roman catholic church and Greek catholics.
The Cossacks started to be the movement that was anti-gentry and Russia led to
polarisation among the gentry into a Polish and catholic and Russian and orthodox.
The nations of two political nations were not formed- Belarussian and Ukrainian that
could constitute the groups with priority (gentry, city inhabitants, clergy). The
abovementioned groups participate in power and are the means that transports region
all artefacts. The requirement for political participation was the acceptance of one of
two alternative traditions- Polish or Russian- in the form of political culture, history,
organisation of public sphere, the relation between sacrum and profanum. In 15th
century on Ukrainian and Belarussian lands there were two feudal political nations:
Polish and Russian, they were strengthened by the modernised institution of the state;
outside this structure there was a nation that constituted as many as 80 percent of the
inhabitants of the state22.
Apparently Poland and Russia underwent the modernisation on the basis of
divergent cultural patterns- in its ideological, state and social sense and- around
disparate symbols. With such a probability of choice on Ukrainian and Belarussian
lands firstly encountered the social elite (15th -18th centuries), then- ethnos (19th and
20th centuries). Firstly, the participation of priority groups in public life took place
with the rules of parliamentary and state municipality rules that were denoted in the
Crown of Poland. Moreover, the material support was an inherited entity, independent
from the kings. However, in the Great Duchy of Moscow, the call to govern took place
on the will of the ruler who decided about the political position of the entity and their
22
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family as the whole land in Russia was treated as the ownership of the tzar/ the prince
(ojcowizna cara/ księcia). This is how the gentry in Russia was strictly connected with
the throne and the gentry was inferior to the tzar/ prince that governed the country. The
Monomakh’s Cap cannot be identified with state-legal status of the Crown23.
Secondly, the political elites of the Commonwealth and Russia defined the idea of the
ratio of the state in a different way. It was depicted mainly in the 16th and 17th
centuries when many wars took place. The cooperation between the states was an
exception, the competition was, actually, the rule. The winning of one side would lead
to the downfall of the alternative model of state and the political culture. Thirdly, the
distinction between private sphere and a public sphere in the Commonwealth and
Russia had a different character. In both countries there were: 1) different sources of
law; 2) different ways of formation of law; 3) divergent judiciary systems.
While taking into account the nation-building processed in Ukraine and
Belarus, particular meaning can be assigned to three aspects.
1. On the lands of Ukraine and Belarus in 19th and in the first part of 20th
century two alternative trends can be described. On one hand there were efforts put,
almost natural, to form the nations as political communities. On the other hand there
was the ethnicisation of nation-building processes. Therefore, many contests appeared
and lack of consequence can be indicated in public sphere. Many struggles were in
concord with the history of Central Europe where local countries were throughout
centuries multiethnical and of multi-creed. Lack of consequence in public sphere was
strongly placed in the political realia as all the levels of society displayed identification
with peopes’ artefacts, language, tradition, ethnos and religion, not the freedom, law or
the forms of statehood.
In the downfall of the First Republic of Poland, by inspiration from the
Enlightment and the evaluation of the resolution in France, political elite started to call
the theory of one Polish nation created by two components (Polish and Lithuanian), in
concord with the legal status and old Polish tradition.
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A modern political nation had to involve both the priority states that
participated in political life and ethnos, as well. Ethnos spoke different dialects,
inhabited divergent voivodships and lands. Ethnos formed religious groups that were
the means of diverse artefacts. The Great Sejm established two legal acts with the
response to this issue- the Constitution of 3rd May and the Legal Act from 20th
October, 1791- Zaręczenie wzajemne obojga narodów (Mutual engagement of two of
the nations).
The downfall of the state did not cause any destruction of such a way of
thinking which dominated. In the period of 1815-1864 it was created as a united part
of the Kingdom of Poland and the Joint Lands (Ziemie Zebrane), among them
Ukrainian and Belarussian lands. The downfall of the state did not cause much of the
destruction that dominated at that time. The factors which united were the following:
the history of the Crown and the Commonwealth of Poland, the feeling of being united
around all the lands before the partitions, democratic and decentralised model of the
state, immunity, freedom and constitutions established by the Parliament, acts of war
throughout the history, Polish language as the means of communication in public
sphere, numerous symbolic places (among them- Wawel and Jasna Góra). For the
Polish elite the lost land was a symbol of democracy, freedom and tolerance. It was
counterplaced into the despotism from the House of Romanovov. Russian model of a
state and accompanying political culture were not enhancing for the Polish society.
There was no acceptance for the ruling of Russia on old Polish lands, therefore the
transferring of knowledge about the history of the state and the nation was a form of
the escape before the political reality. Unluckily for the nation, in such true reality,
there was no place for the Commonwealth of Poland. The quality of Polish idea was
making the ideal vision of the state.
By organising national uprisings (from the November Uprising to January
Uprising) there were attempts to engage conscious entities inhabiting old Polish land
to struggle to restitute the Commonwealth of Poland and convert all the values proper
for the country. The political debate was among all the different political scopes
(conservatives, radicals, liberals) and the range to popularise freedom among the
people that were perceived as the united one in the barriers of the state before the
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partition, no matter the local language, confession and the artefacts. In the second half
of 19th century influential political subjects (conservatives and liberals, the Polish
League, the social-democratic movement, the movement struggling for independence)
and the leaders coming from the priority groups of the old Polish tradition underwent
the historical challenge to revitalise the political community and stop the ethnicisation
of the nation-building processes. It was stated that one can transfer the old Polish
political nation into a modern community where there would be popularisation of
freedom and political culture that was a character of the First Republic of Poland. That
was the reason of numerous acts of socio-economic transfer and the educational acts
about the interest of the peasant of the awareness of „local” people that spoke local
language and the Jewish community. It was stated that the First Republic of Poland
was the depositary of many attractive patterns for the inhabitants of all the lands that
formed the state organism. A modern Polish nation could have been a multiethnic
community which was multi-confessional and attracted many cultures.
As opposed to a Polish nation-building process the strives of the authorities of
the Russian Empire to constitute a Russian political nation in a united state were made.
Still, it was formed with divergent ethnic and cultural, among the inhabitants of the
Great Russia and a Small Russia, Belarussian, Polish, German and Jewish. Mark
Waldenberg claims that the Russian tzars, by joining the lands to the Russian Empire
in 18th and 19th century, made an attempt to build a consolidation link in the way of
the state patriotism built on the basis of the Russian tradition and the loyalty towards
the House of Romanovov24. Jarosław Hrycak thinks in a similar way, by claiming that
before the November Unprising, Saint Petersburg did not pay much attention into the
nation-building processes- confessions and ethnicity, by stressing the emphasis for the
loyalty to the tzar25.
Simultaneously, all the concurrent traditions, mainly the old Polish and the
Cossacks traditions were to be eradicated. Many distinct differences (exempli gratia in
the Kingdom of Poland) and the gubernias treated by the Polish people as Ziemie
24
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Zabrane (the Lands taken) The conditions for the belonging into a political elite of the
gentry that inhabited many provinces of the Empire. In 1804 it was forbidden to teach
Ukrainian language and in 1811 Akademia Kijowska (Kievan Academy) was closed.
The Academy in Kiev was responsible for keeping and promoting multicultural
character of the Ukrainian community in Ukrainian society26. The best chance to
notice it is to evaluate the political surrounding of Alexander I and the carriers in
Russia of Polish aristocrats. It was quite hard to spot in the period of 1815-1864 the
developed Russian colonisation of the Western lands that constituted the Empire. The
tzars kept the hope to have one community in the whole Empire. Mikołaj I, the tzar,
wanted to make the administration of the state better and started the process of
centralization and unification of the citizens. Different privileges and distinct
diversities of the conquered lands were taken back27. There was the announcement of
the triad of Sergiej Siemionowicz Uwarow: „samowładztwo, prawosławie,
ludowość/narodowość”/ „own power, orthodox religion and national artefacts”28.
In the breakdown of 18th and 19th century the falling Republic of Poland and
Russia started to make use of four actions: 1) the development and nobilitation of the
languages of the states (Polish, Russian) originated in the 16th century were visible
mainly in the religious life, educational system and the functioning of the
administrative institutions; 2) the way of thinking taken from the Enlightment about
the nation as a political and social community of all the citizens; the citizens were
gathered together in the rule to be equal and to have somebody’s own state-territorial
identity; 3) the policy of Enlightment in culture and society by the organisation of
army, state educational system, unification and codification of written law plus the
promotion of one language of a particular country; 4) the idea of infusion in the
Romanticism the issue of identification of state-political historical elements and
peoples’ artefacts to the culture of high class. According to Benedict Anderson, new
forms of „wyobrażone wspólnoty”/ „envisaged communities” of national-state type
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emerged29. After 1795, surely after 1815, Russia became the only political subject
which could use the abovementioned instruments, especially those that belonged to the
first and the third class.
As a consequence, in the first half of the 19th century on Ukrainian and
Belarussian lands there was a clash of two patterns of nation-building processes:
Polish and Russian one. Both the political elites wanted to build the nations in the
forms of political communities but this goal, possible in Western Europe, was not real
in this part of the continent. On the same territory there could not be two political
nations that refer to different traditions, history and law. The ethnisation of the nationbuilding process happened in Ukraine and Belarus, which was the outcome of societal
resistance against the classical model of the creation of the states, where Russia
benefited from the process.
On the area of the frontiers where there were many disputes between the
Commonwealth of Poland and Russia over the region, ethnic-cultural communities
emerged: Polish, Russian, Ukrainian, Belarussian and Jewish community 30.
However, with regard to three of the communities mentioned, there appeared
the problem of the identification of culture and civilisation and the identification of
religion and confession. With this respect, Ukrainian ethnos and Belarussian one were
not similar and identical. There were constituted by the entities and local communities
that were divided by cultural and confession into two scopes: Western (Latin, Greekcatholic, old-Polish) and Eastern (Greek, Orthodox, all-Russia).
As far as the Jewish minority did not constitute one community of Moses in its
variety, in the scope of culture and politics some of them claimed to be ancestors of
the Jewish tradition of the First Republic of Poland whereas others implemented the
Russian orientation with the strives and attempts to become the inhabitants of the
Russian Empire. Some of the numerous minority of Jewish community lacked the
knowledge about the kings of the Commonwealth of Poland who formed out of an old
29
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Polish Paradisus Judeorum. They started to be convinced to follow mosaism even
though Russia in a historical sense was not a mother state for a Jewish diaspora 31. The
dilemma was emphasised by the outcomes of the movements of „haskal” who wanted
to modernise the Jewish community and to get rid of its status and isolation. Moreover,
it was made to take out from isolation and was to make out of the Jewish minority the
component of a political nation- either a dominant one (Polish) or a ruling one
(Russian). The acculturation was to be next process by keeping various confession but
mosaism should not influence a decision about the national identity32.
In the breakthrough of 19th and 20th centuries it was visible that on the lands of
Ukraine and Belarus the politics to build nations as the political communities was
impossible or barely possible. Therefore, the process of erosion of Polish and Russian
political communities appeared, even though there were efforts put to modernise it (the
programme of the Polish movement for nation-democratic processes and socialists
plus the reforms of the tzar Alexander the Second). Before the Great War started, the
Russian authorities gave up to transfer and alter all the inhabitants of the Russian
Empire into one political community. Nation-building politics was left and the
reference to nationalism was promoted. One of the elements of the triad of Uwarow
was left- the aspects of peoples’ artefacts and there was a leaving of the policy that
promoted ethnic-cultural character of the nations that had to appear on the area.
The late tzars, supported by the Russian elite, forced the idea of „trójjedyny
naród” (one in three nation) that was Russian and had its ethnic and cultural character
and was divided into three regional groups/subdivisions: the of Russia the Great, the
one of Russia the Small and Belarussian one 33. Russians were put against other ethnic
groups that declared indifference or hatred to anything that was not assumed to be
Russian or connected with orthodox religion. Polish and Jewish minorities that live on
the areas of Ukraine and Belarus were referred to as „inorodcy” (aliens) which can be
translated as those that have nothing in common with a particular region, society or
culture. The distracted communities from the Russian core had many limitations and
31
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underwent difficult processes, especially in the wish to force the respect for the
Russian ratio of state, especially in the polarisation of the international environment.
At the same time, the Great Duchy of Lithuania was treated as a temporary idea
of the Polish slavery which hindered the ethnical unification of the inhabitants of the
historical Kievan Rus34. Such hopes were expressed by the opposition parties of a
liberal type (Związek Wyzwolenia, Partia Konstytucyjno-Demokratyczna), central
(Partia Progresistów, Związek 17 Października) and left-wing (Partia Socjalistów
Rewolucjonistów). Their leaders thought that after the reform of a political system one
would have a chance to consolidate all the inhabitants of the Empire, no matter the
historical or traditional differences („różnice obyczajowe i historyczne”) and, if
necessary, think about the scope of municipality authority of Północno-Zachodni Kraj/
Northern-Western Land (gubernie mińska, witebska, mohylewska- the gubernias of
Minsk, Witebsk, Mohylew). Simultaneously, there was the end of the policy of illusion
based on thinking that such groups can be changed into Russian ones in a political
sense. Ethnic russification was strengthened towards the people of Russia the Small
and Belarussian as it had to multiply the resources of the Empire. It was not successful
due to two reasons. At first, Poles, by cultivating their differences with regard to
tradition, culture and religion and striving to get their own state which had to be
independent, indicated and displayed the alternative to the development of a state and
a nation on Ukraine and Belarus. Secondly, own lands (samodzierżawie) of Russia was
not an attractive and enhancing political project in its social and economic sense for
the people, therefore the Russian authorities made use of repression the most35.
There was the redefining of the notions of a polish nation, the history of Poland,
the issue of polonisation in the breakthrough of 19th and 20th centuries by the
34
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movement and the group of the so called „all Poland” camp whose members in the
way of thinking used ethnic, cultural and confessional factors. For national democrats
of the Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania was a Polish state but it its ethnical
sense, the old way of thinking was evaluated as weakness and anachronism. In a new
democratic political thought it was written about the origin of the elements like
language, culture, territory, religion, race, culture, traditions and the state. The last
element was one of the equally important ones and there was an indication that in any
state there is only one host that imposes the cultural life and traditions for those that
are only inhabitants of a given society 36.
The formation of a new democratic perception of the issues connected with
nation-building processes formed the place for the debate about the Ukrainian and
Belarussian inhabitants. It started to appear in the Second Republic of Poland where
Joseph Piłsudski stated he would form the nation of Poland into one community with
its orientation for the idea of the state, focusing on the multiethnic inhabitants of kresy/
frontiers. The understanding of ethnicity, the use of peoples’ artefacts and the
confession counted. Joseph Piłsudski followed the understanding that Ukrainian and
Belarussian „małe polifoniczne ojczyzny” / „small diverse mother states” could
become the pattern for a Polish community defined on the national/ state scale 37. It had
to be a symbiotic idea in the Republic of Poland concerning the subjects that form a
nation38.
In the breakthrough of 19th and 20th centuries ethnicisation appeared in the
Jewish understanding and thinking of the nation-building aspects. According to the
common social index from 1897 (Russian) and 1900 (Austrian)- on old Polish lands
joined Russia (9 Western gubernias) and Austria (Galicja) the Jewish minority
constituted as many as 13 percent of the inhabitants, together as many as 3.1 million
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inhabitants39. A new political subject- the movement of Zionist left the assumption
typical for haskals that the Jewish inhabited in Ukraine and Belarus could be a part of
Polish or Russian political nation. On the basis of the movement of Zionist there was
the fact of being convinced that the Jewish community could form build one nation,
distracted from the general part by the distinctions of ethnical, religious, language,
cultural and race type.
Russia was not able to promote and force the Polish privileged groups and a
local ethnos had their own concept of a political nation. Such understanding of
russification was a defeat as the gentry in Poland did not want and did not agree to
transfer into rossijskoje dworianstwo (Russian gentry) and, simultaneously,
disregarded the political identity of the First Republic of Poland. This is how the
argument between Poland and Russia on the lands of Ukraine and Belarus changed the
position from the state-political into ethnic-cultural one40. The Russian state thought
the basis for society were the last decades of 19th century of orthodox followers. The
polonisation of the people was impossible to undergo as the polish political elite did
not have the state mechanism as school, army and administration were Russian. Under
such conditions the Russian nation ruled through administration and a Polish one that
dominated in numbers (in 1910 on old Polish lands the nation that spoke Polish was
17–20 million out of 48 millions41) but also in the sphere of material culture. Still, it
was impossible to convey any political values but only ethnic and cultural ones. The
clash on Ukrainian and Belarussian lands two rations of two national communitiesPolish and Russians made the possibility for the people the conditions for the
identification in the choice of the third option- either Belarussian or Ukrainian one.
Such an identification could have and transfer only ethnic-cultural qualities that refer
to a joint origin, own non-state language, the artefacts in a given society, the status of
culture and confession. Such an act was not based on political-state level of historical
origin as there was no transfer of the memory in the peoples’ level of the society.
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The basis of the ethnos on the lands of Ukraine and Belarus killed the typical
for Poland and Russia a nation-building process. Both the communities established the
defence mechanism that exposed their own ethnical, cultural, language and confession
factors. After the Uprising in January for the Poles it was an antidotum against
russification and for Russians the defence means started controversy. The Empire
started to promote one culture, one language, one creed, while constant making the
vision of Poles as those that hinder the societal order, moral order and a political
system. The results of the World War the First strengthened Ukrainian and Belarussian
political ideas, similar to Lithuanian pattern, rejected the model of a political nation as
hindering, by the identification of it with the processes of polonisation and
russification introduced and led by feudal elites or by the authorities of the state.
The positive sense of two historical aspects- the union of Poland and Lithuania
and via uniting the Russian lands by Moscow. The interpretation that both the
Commonwealth of Poland and the Russian Empire were aliens to Lithuanians,
Ukrainians and Belarussians. The first and the latter started to refer to the arguments
on the idea of the individualism info early-Medieval forms of statehood and dynastiesthe Great Duchy of Lithuania under the authority of the House of Giedyminowitch and
Kievan Rus under the regime of the House of Ruriks. Ukrainian searched for their
identity mainly in the movement of the Cossacks (16th-18th century).
None of the three abovementioned nations aspired to the heritage after the
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania and the state of the tzars. The creators and the
supporters of the “union” in political life and the projects of the Great Russia were
treated as those that betrayed the idea of Lithuanian, Ukrainian and Belarussian
statehood.
Ukrainian and Belarussian are counted as the nations classified as nonhistorical. The role of the state in the nation-building processes was secondary. The
Ukrainian nation referred to Kievan Rus and the state of the Cossacks, whereas
Belarussian claimed their statehood had the origin in the Great Duchy of Lithuania in
the before-union period. The abovementioned forms of statehood let formulate the
territorial programme and justify the history of the own ethno origin.
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The stories about the mythical ancestors, the primary settlement and the
important heroes for a given community plus the issue of the identification of the
confession were displayed. The great war helped the ethnic and cultural nations to
focus on the frontier of Poland and Russia because of political reasons. The nationbuilding process started to be dynamic (by almost subsequent period of 2 years). There
was the downfall of the Russian Empire and the trouble in building the organisational
statehood42.
On Ukrainian and Belarussian lands the process of modernisation and social
structures was really slow and appeared very late. The attempts of Tatars and Cossacks
to conquer the lands and the wars between the states about the Kievan heritage caused
the downfall of the social potential of the land. There was limitation of the people, the
downfall of secure trade trails and economical ruin of the town was in contrast to a
great area of the arable land. The opinion of the population then was unambiguous,
two notions used in public communication depicted the idea: Ukrainian lands and
Dzikie Pola/ Wild Areas. Such notions expressed the most important community
dreams: political and military security and economic freedom.
As late as in the breakthrough of the 16th and 17th centuries the movement of
inhabitancy and the self-organisation of new inhabitants and a broad scope of freedom,
tax freedoms as well. Two social issues turned out to be very important in the context
of the development.
After the Union in Lublin there was the expansion of the great families of
Ukraine, whose representatives, no matter the confession, became the ministries of the
Crown and took over the power in other voivodeships of the Crown. As long as the
Polish gentry colonised the frontiers (kresy) of the Commonwealth of Poland and
Lithuania, the gentry of kresy colonised the centre of the state. The gentry of the Great
Duchy of Lithuania and the gentry inhabiting the Ukrainian lands of the Crown used
the right for free settlement of the towns in their inherited places43. There was a
dynamic process of the influx of the Jewish community in the frontiers of the
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Commonwealth. The outcome of the processes was the assignment of the multiethnic
character for Ukrainian and Belarussian community that was multinational. There
were many confessions and the formation of the frontier and the centre of the
voivodeships of Commonwealth.
In the uprising of Bohdan Chmielnicki the social elite (gentry and Cossacks)
was divided into two by two divergent political options: identification with the ration
of the state, the law in the Republic of Poland and the social order or the building of
one’s state even for the price for a home war between the Cossacks and the people and
the inhabitants of the towns and the Jewish. There was a serious clash between the
followers of Orthodox and Catholicism.

3. The importance of Kresy (frontier) and the political concentration in
the region
The role of the frontier between Central Europe and the East was fulfilled by
Ukraine and Belarus and it caused that political elite touched the idea of Russian
thinking about the international environment and foreign affairs. As long as the quality
of Central Europe was pluralism and the respect for the cultural and religious diversity.
It led to a situations full of clashes and conflicts. There was the support of the realistic
approach in Russia where there is a dominance of the empires that strive to dominate
or keep the balance of power. One of the means used in a politics defined in this way
is the creation of their own sphere of influences- then Ukraine and Belarus became the
part of Russian statehood. The inevitable part of the Empire that strengthened the the
Centre of Moscow in European, global and even Asian political partners in foreign
affairs. State adherence of the lands of Ukraine and Belarus solved the issue of
political consolidation in Central Europe. Historically there were two options possible.
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Map 4
The division of the contemporary state of Ukraine into language spheresspeaking Ukraine and Russian

The source: The website „Wikimedia”, http://commons.wikimedia.org,
„RussiaUseEn.png”, information from 25th of September, 2012.

The first group of the union project formed the ideas in the period of 16001611. At first it was put forward in Moscow on 4th of December, 1600 by the
Republic of Poland. The Chancellor of the Great Duchy of Lithuania Lew Sapieha
recommended „wieczną przyjaźń i pokój”(eternal friendship and peace) and actually it
was the project of a political union „między państwami Rzeczypospolitej i Moskwy”
(between the states of Commonwealth and Moscow). A new state had to lead one
internal affairs and a military policy, to have identical public sphere, to practice
tolerance toward the confession- either orthodox or catholic and to form one united
educational and economical system. As Sapieha declared: „Dla ujednolicenia
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wizerunku miała zostać wykonana podwójna korona dla władców” („to unite the
image there was to be done the double crown for the kings”)44.
The second possibility was the recommendation was to make the transformation
into „a trialistic (trialistyczne) state”45.

44

Recommendations of L. Sapieha in: K. Tyszkowski, Poselstwo Lwa Sapiehy w Moskwie 1600, Lwów
1927, s. 41, 76. See: M. Gajda, Poselstwo Lwa Sapiehy w Moskwie w latach 1600–1601 w świetle polskich
relacji dyplomatycznych oraz relacji Izaaka Massy and Jacques’a Margereta, p. 1–21,
http://www.ihpt.pl/pzh/pzh12/Miscelanea/Gajda.pdf, inf. z 1 IX 2012; A. Nowak, Between Imperial Temtation
and Anti-imperial Function in Eastern European Politics: Polanad from the Eighteeenth to Twenty-First Century,
s. 7–8; http://src-h.slav.hokudai.ac.jp/coe21/publish/no7_ses/chapter12.pdf, inf. from 2 IX 2012; The website
„republika.pl”, http://borysgodunow.republika.pl, Borys Godunow – Lew Sapieha w Moskwie, information from
1st of September, 2012.
45
J. Kłoczowski, Europa Środkowo-Wschodnia w XIV–XVI wieku, v. 1…, p. 189.
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Mapa 5
Commonwealth of Poland and Lithuania in 1635

The source: „Wikimedia”, http://commons.wikimedia.org, „Rzeczpospolita
wojewodztwa.png”, information from 26th of September, 2012.
Map 6
The Duchy of Rus according to the Treaty of Hadiach

The source: author’s data– The website„Wikipedia”, http://pl.wikipedia.org,
„IRP1658.png”, information from the 26th of September, 2012.
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Joseph Piłsudski came back to the ideas of the project similar to an union in
1919-1920. He stated there was a hope for a federal state when he saw a close
cooperation of the Second Republic of Poland and the Ukrainian statehood. It was
justified by Polish ratio of state: joining Ukrainian and Belarussian lands gave Poland
and Central Europe the security from Russia/ the Soviet Union and the imperialism
from the East.

Map 7
Russian gubernias on Ukraine (19th-20th centuries)

The source: The website„Wikimedia”, „Gubernias Ucraina.png”,
http://upload.wikimedia.org, information from the 25th of September, 2012.
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